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Localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPR) supported in metal nanostructures can be efficiently
harnessed to drive photocatalytic reactions, whose atomic scale mechanism remains a challenge.
Here, real-time dynamics of H2 photosplitting on a linear silver atomic chain, upon exposure to
femtosecond laser pulses, has been investigated using time-dependent density functional theory.
The wavelength dependent H2 splitting process is strongly coupled to LSPR excitation in silver
chain. We identify that hot electrons produced in the silver chain by plasmon excitation are transferred to the antibonding state of the adsorbed H2 and trigger H2 dissociation, consistent with experimental observations. Increasing illumination intensity and the length of atomic chain promote
H2 splitting, thanks to stronger LSPR. Dynamic electronic response can be quantitatively described
within the present approach, providing insights towards a complete fundamental understanding on
C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.
plasmon-induced chemical reactions at the microscopic scale. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4929611]

Collective electronic oscillation in metal nanostructures,
also known as localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR),
exhibits extraordinary properties such as extended lifetime,
tunable resonance energy, ultrafast dynamics, and enhanced
optical absorption.1–4 Such properties of LSPR have fueled
the development of novel applications including ultrasensitive biosensing,5,6 biomedical treatment,7,8 and catalytic
chemical reactions.9,10 A variety of metal structures can be
employed for such purposes. Prototype structures, which can
be assembled with a scanning tunneling microscope (STM),
include, for instance, linear atomic chains,11,12 artificial
quantum dots,13 and quantum corrals.14 A unique advantage
is that the size and shape of such structures are tunable down
to the precision of a single atom. Collective electronic oscillation at such a scale is a fundamental subject of its own
interest.15
Plasmon-enabled photochemistry has drawn great attentions due to its high throughput and low energy requirements. Among them, plasmon-induced H2 splitting is one of
the model reactions of fundamental importance. Mukherjee
et al. presented first experimental evidences for roomtemperature H2 splitting on 5–30 nm gold nanoparticles supported on TiO216 and SiO217 under visible light illumination.
They proposed that hot electrons, created from plasmon
decaying, can be transferred into the closed shell H2 molecules inducing H2 dissociation. However, this proposal is
highly speculative and has not been confirmed either in
theory or experiment. Recently, Sil et al.18 optically detected
gaseous hydrogen using assembled gold nano-hemispheres
and demonstrated that dissociated hydrogen atoms form a
metastable gold hydride. These studies open up a new route
for low-temperature photoinduced chemical reactions on metallic catalysts. However, despite tremendous experimental
studies, which probe the process indirectly and only report
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macroscopic properties such as average reaction rates of HD
formation, a microscopic picture of plasmon-induced H2
splitting, especially the dynamic process, is still lacking.
Here, we investigate the atomic scale mechanism and
real time dynamics of H2 photosplitting on a silver atomic
chain irradiated by femtosecond laser pulses (Fig. 1(a)),
using ab initio time dependent density functional theory
(TDDFT).19 We found that real-time H2 splitting is enabled
only at the resonance frequency of the LSPR in silver chain.
Increasing laser intensity beyond a critical fluence would
speed up H2 photosplitting rate. By analyzing the dynamic
charge distribution around H2, we find hot electrons inject
from the silver chain to the antibonding state of absorbed H2.
This study provides a theoretical basis for understanding the
microscopic mechanism of plasmon-induced molecular
splitting.
First-principles calculations are performed with a realspace and real-time TDDFT code, OCTOPUS,20 using Local
Density Approximation (LDA) for the exchange correlation
functional. The simulation zone is defined by assigning a
sphere around each atom with a radius of 6 Å and a spacing
of 0.3 Å between grid points. Hartwigsen-Goedecker-Hutter

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic showing plasmon-induced H2 splitting on Ag atomic
chain with variable number of Ag atoms NAg. (b) Calculated electronic density of states (DOS) of H2 approaching a linear chain of six silver atoms,
localized on silver atoms (left panel) and H2 (right panel). Horizontal dashed
line denotes the Fermi level and grey regions refer to occupied electronic
states.
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pseudopotentials are used to represent the interaction between
valence electrons and the atomic core.21 Photoabsorption spectra are obtained by propagating the electronic density for a duration of 33 fs following an impulse excitation at time
zero.22,23 To simulate the dynamics of H2 photosplitting,
Kohn-Sham wavefunctions of the Ag-H2 system in a laser
field are evolved for 20 000 steps with a time step of 0.003 fs.
Time propagator is approximated by a fourth-order Taylor
expansion in the Ehrenfest scheme for the electron-ion dynamics, with an initial temperature fluctuating around 300 K.
The geometry configuration of H2 adsorbed on Ag
atomic chain is shown in Fig. 1(a). In our simulation, Ag
atoms in the chain are frozen with interatomic distance of
2.89 Å, chosen from the experimental value for Ag chains on
NiAl(110) surface.24 We select Ag chains with the number
of atoms NAg ¼ 4, 6, 9, 12 as models, which can be created
by manipulating single Ag atoms on the NiAl(110) surface
with a STM tip.24
We first test the adsorption of H2 molecule on the Ag
chain, taking NAg ¼ 6 as an example. H2 was initially placed
at a few representative high symmetry sites. After geometry
relaxation the most stable structure is that with H2 perpendicularly adsorbed at the end position with H-H facing the end
Ag atom (shown in Fig. 1(a)). We note that in real experiments, the NiAl substrate has been used to stabilize the Ag
chain;24 thus, the optimal adsorption configuration of H2
might be modified, thanks to the steric hindrance of the
substrate.
We explore the optical absorption of silver atomic chain
with variable length, shown in Fig. 2. These curves show a
dominant peak at 2.15, 1.67, 1.28, and 1.03 eV for the chain
with NAg ¼ 4, 6, 9, 12, respectively. We note that the peak
positions for plasmon excitation computed by TDDFT are
strongly functional dependent.25,26 Compared with experimental results, LDA functional underestimates the plasmon
energy by 0.1 eV.27 However, as we focus here on the
dynamic aspect of the plasmon-molecule system, the quantitative difference in plasmon energy is not important. This
major peak comes from dipolar plasmon excitation. As the
length of Ag chain increases, oscillator strengths increase as
a result of the accumulation of free electrons in the chain,
and resonance frequency redshifts. Therefore, plasmon excitation energy can be tuned in a large range from 1.03 eV

FIG. 2. Optical absorption spectrum of a linear Ag chain with NAg ¼ 4, 6,
9, 12.
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(corresponding to light wavelength of 1202 nm) to 2.15 eV
(577 nm), covering the visible and infrared region.28,29 After
H2 absorbed at the end of chain, the resonance frequencies
are slightly greater than that in Fig. 2. For example, the peak
energy blueshifts to 1.74 eV for NAg ¼ 6.
Femtosecond laser pulses provide a powerful tool to
engineer electronic excitations and to study the ultrafast
dynamics of chemical reactions.30 Here, we model the laser
pulse field polarized in the x direction along the chain by a
Gaussian wave packet (Fig. 3(a))



ðt  t 0 Þ2
Eðx; tÞ ¼ Emax exp 
cosðxt  xt0 þ uÞ
2s2

(1)

to mimic the experimental set-up in Ref. 31. For simplicity,
phase u is set to zero and the width s of the pulse is 10 fs. At
the time t0 ¼ 33 fs, laser field reaches the maximum intensity
Emax.
Next, we test the response of Ag-H2- system to the
external laser pulse applied. We find that with the strength of
laser field gradually increasing in time, H-H bond length in
Ag-H2 system oscillates periodically and gradually deviates
from its original value of 0.74 Å. For the system under a laser
pulse with Emax of 2.5 V/Å and frequency hx ¼ 1.74 eV, we
find that the period for H2 oscillation is 9.3 fs, longer than
7.5 fs for H2 in vacuum. Under laser excitation, the vibration
slows down, and more importantly, the bond length keeps
increasing from dHH ¼ 0.94 Å at t ¼ 30 fs to dHH ¼ 2.72 Å at
t ¼ 66 fs (Fig. 3(b) black line). Under the same condition,
an isolated H2 molecule in vacuum oscillates around its equilibrium value and never breaks up (Fig. 3(b) black dashed
line). Therefore, we can exclude the possibility of direct

FIG. 3. (a) Time-dependent field strength of the laser pulse. The maximum
amplitude Emax is 2.5 V/Å and laser frequency is 1.74 eV. (b) Time evolution of bond length dHH under laser illumination with a maximum field
strength Emax ¼ 2.5 V/Å but different frequency. The dashed line is the case
hx ¼ 1.74 eV. The vertical dotted line
for isolated H2 in vacuum with 
denotes the time at which laser field reaches its maximum strength.
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photosplitting of H2, which requires the system to overcome
the electronic excitation gap of 11.4 eV and atomic energy
barrier of 4.6 eV.
A striking finding is the plasmonic enhancement of H2
photosplitting on the Ag chain. In the following, we deem
the H2 molecule is split if the bond length dHH is greater than
1.5 Å. Laser field in the same strength of Emax ¼ 2.5 V/Å is
used to drive H2 dissociation. With the laser frequency of
hx ¼ 1.74 eV, the dissociation of H2 is obvious (see Fig. 3).

While for other frequencies such as hx ¼ 1.0 eV, 2.0 eV, and
2.5 eV, no dissociation is observed up to t ¼ 66 fs, despite
that H2 is distorted with oscillating period of 12.4 fs and the
maximum bond length reaches 1.2 Å. Therefore, H2 splits
only when the laser frequency equals the LSPR frequency of
the Ag atomic chain, namely, only when the LSPR of Ag
chain is excited.32–34
The H2 splitting dynamics also exhibits dependence on
the field strength or intensity of laser pulse. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4(a) with a fixed laser frequency hx ¼ 1.74 eV.
Before t ¼ 20 fs, the H-H bond oscillation for different laser
intensity is identical. After t ¼ 20 fs, with Emax varying from
0.05, 1.0, to 2.0 V/Å, the frequency of hydrogen stretching
slows down and the maximum bond length dHH increases to
0.87, 0.93, 1.14 Å, respectively. When Emax reaches 2.5 V/Å,
bond length keeps increasing linearly from 0.94 Å at t ¼ 30 fs
to 2.42 Å at t ¼ 60 fs. If we further increase the intensity to
3.0 V/Å, dHH reaches 6.69 Å at t ¼ 60 fs, showing enhanced
H2 splitting behavior in stronger laser field. Therefore, there
exists a critical field amplitude Ec ¼ 2.5 V/Å. Only when laser
field strength is larger than the critical value Ec, H2 molecule
can split within 50 fs. Furthermore, by varying laser width s
in the time scale between 3.3 and 13.2 fs with fixed
hx ¼ 1.74 eV and Emax ¼ 3 V/Å, we find H2 dissociation hap
pens if s is greater than 6.58 fs (Fig. S1).35 Both parameters
Emax and s can be integrated to produce laser fluence F.
Therefore, a critical fluence Fc ¼ 0.72 J/cm2 is found to enable
H2 photosplitting on Ag6 atomic chain for the laser frequency
of 
hx ¼ 1.74 eV.

Appl. Phys. Lett. 107, 083102 (2015)

To understand the intensity dependence of plasmoninduced H2 splitting, we analyze the dynamic charge transfer
from Ag atomic chains to bound H2 molecule upon laser
excitation. Figure 4(b) shows the calculated charge around
H2 denoted as QHH for real-time tracking. Here, QHH is
obtained by integrating total charge density above the plane
between H2 and Ag chain, which is vertical to the Ag chain
and stands 0.8 Å away from the end Ag atom. The QHH is initially 2.0 e for all the cases. At t ¼ 20 fs, it increases to 1.92
and 2.17 e for Emax in 0.05 and 1.0 V/Å, respectively; however, for Emax > 2.0 V/Å, QHH turns into 2.5–2.8 e, namely,
about additional 0.5–0.8 e is transferred from Ag chain to H2.
The amount of charge transfer might be underestimated, due
to electron loss after transfer to the absorbing boundary
applied to avoid spurious reflection at the grid boundary.36
This is also evidenced by electron ionization process after
40 fs, thanks to the strong external field. Electron ionization
could also be overestimated considerably due to the incorrect
asymptotic behavior of the LDA Kohn-Sham potential. The
increase in QHH by 0.5–0.8 e at t ¼ 20 fs results in a transient
negative H2 state and subsequent H2 splitting dynamics.
Weak field below Ec does not provide enough energy for hot
electrons to overcome the energy barrier for charge transfer;
thus, no hot electron transfers and no H2 forms.
To unravel the atomistic mechanism for plasmon-driven
H2 dissociation, we calculate localized electronic density of
states (LDOS) of H2 molecule and Ag atoms in the chain
with NAg ¼ 6 (Fig. 1(b)). One expects that electrons in the
chain are initially optically excited. Then, hot electrons generated by plasmon decay transfer into the antibonding orbital
of H2, forming transient negative ion H2. The H2 travels
on the excited state potential surface, extends its bond length,
overcomes the activation barrier, and splits. We also note
that the Ehrenfest dynamics is a good approach for systems
where ions move on a coherent superposition of similar
potential energy surfaces.37 When these potential energy
surfaces are dissimilar, trajectory surface hopping may be
more reliable for simulations of nonadiabatic dynamics.

FIG. 4. Time evolution of dHH (a) and
charge around H2 QHH (b) for the same
frequency 
hx ¼ 1.74 eV, setting Emax
as 0.05, 1.0, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 V/Å.
These values of Emax give the laser fluences of 0.29, 116.13, 464.52, 725.81,
and 1045.16 mJ/cm2 , respectively. (c)
Snapshots for the charge density on the
z ¼ 0 plane in the antibonding state of
the adsorbed H2. The unit of scale is
37.04 Å 3.
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To confirm that hot electrons are transferred to the antibonding state of absorbed H2, we show in Fig. 4(c) time evolution of charge density in the empty antibonding state.
Initially, charge density is mainly localized on the antibonding orbital of the H2 molecule (0 fs). At t ¼ 13 fs, electron
density around H2 decreases, and delocalizes over H2 and Ag
chain. As time evolves to t ¼ 18 fs, most charge density is
shared between H2 and Ag chain. This indicates the antibonding state of H2 mixes with filled states on the Ag chain.
In other words, a fraction of electrons in the filled state
would transfer to the antibonding orbital of absorbed H2 to
preserve orthogonality of states. Projection of the timedependent KS states on the anti-bonding eigenstate of H2
shows that the antibonding state is partially occupied and the
occupation is increasing during the dynamic evolution (Fig.
S2).35 From the time-dependent Kohn-Sham eigenvalues
(Fig. S3),35 the occupied orbitals are indeed overlapped with
the antibonding orbital of H2 in the time range of 10–20 fs,
when charge transfer takes place (Fig. 4(b)). We emphasize
that there are sufficient couplings between the high-energy
Ag states and H2 antibonding state during the dynamic evolution after plasmonic excitation. Therefore, the laser pulse
drives electrons to the excited states, which then couple to
the antibonding state of H2 facilitating dynamic electron
transfer. This result is in general accordance with the mechanism speculated for plasmon-induced photochemistry
reactions.16,17,38
In order to test the universality of our finding, we also
explore the dependence of H2 dissociation dynamics on the
length of the atomic chain. As more Ag atoms are added to
the chain, different evolution of H2 is observed in Fig. 5.
Under the same illumination laser fluence 0.46 J/cm2, the
system for NAg ¼ 4, 6, 9, 12 is resonantly excited by the laser
with the frequency hx ¼ 2.26, 1.74, 1.31, 1.05 eV, respectively. After the illumination, the H2 oscillation period
increases from 9.3 fs to 10.74, 14.74, and 33.5 fs, and the
maximum dHH to 0.99, 1.14, and 1.31 Å, for NAg ¼ 4, 6, 9,
respectively. While for NAg ¼ 12, dHH reaches 1.56 Å and H2
splits directly. With the laser pulse resonant with the plasmon of Ag chain, H2 dissociation is accelerated on the longer
chain under the same illumination fluence.
In addition, the critical laser fluence Fc for H2 dissociation on the silver chain with varied length is shown in Fig.
5(b). Critical fluence Fc is found to be 0.79, 0.73, 0.61, and
0.46 J/cm2 for NAg ¼ 4, 6, 9, and 12, respectively. Although

FIG. 5. (a) Bond length dHH as a function of time for varied chain length
under the same laser fluence 0.46 J/cm2 with corresponding resonance frequency. (b) Critical laser fluence Fc (solid) for H2 dissociation with NAg ¼ 4,
6, 9, 12 and absorption strength (hollow) obtained from the absorption spectrum in Fig. 2.
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Murdoch et al.10 demonstrate higher reaction rates on
smaller Au nanoparticles with a diameter of 3–12 nm due to
geometric effects, here we found that the increase of the H2
dissociation rate on longer silver chains is most likely due to
an electronic effect of silver chains in the length ranging
from 1–4 nm. To test our proposal, we also show the oscillator strengths of silver chains in Fig. 5(b). LSPR can produce
the strong near-fields that result in dramatic field enhancement, which facilitates subsequent electron transfer to H2.
We estimated the local field enhancement at the H2 position
upon laser illumination, where an enhancement factor fFE of
1.42, 1.94, 2.02, and 2.18 is found for the four cases. We
found that the local field is enhanced to roughly the same
value under corresponding critical external field Ec. These
results fit well with a simplified electron transfer model:
R ¼ (Ne  x)exp((Ea  fFE  Ec  d0)/kBT), where R is the
reaction rate for H2 splitting, and Ne is the number of available electrons. Ea is the energy barrier between the Fermi
level and the antibonding orbital of H2, which is taken as
2.52, 2.69, 2.80, and 2.84 eV for NAg ¼ 4, 6, 9, and 12,
respectively. d0  0.5 Å is the effective width of the charge
transfer barrier, and kBT is set to 0.026 eV at T ¼ 300 K.
Furthermore, the reaction rate R is 0.023, 0.025, 0.023, and
0.024 fs1 for NAg ¼ 4, 6, 9, and 12, respectively. We found
that the reaction rate R reaches roughly 0.02 fs1 for the Ag
chains under the laser illumination of critical fluence.
In conclusion, we demonstrate H2 splitting dynamics on
silver chains is wavelength and field strength dependent
upon laser excitation, due to dynamic charge transfer from
silver nanostructure to the antibonding orbital of H2. This
may help us to understand and to optically control chemical
reactions at ambient conditions by plasmonic excitations.
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